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THE BEAUTY IN DECAY: IMPERMANENCE, IMPERFECTION AND  
THE AESTHETIC OF WABI SABI IN THE WEST 

 
There have always been a number of artists who are drawn to the beauty found in decay and 
imperfection, in the transience of life and nature.  As I have walked the 'old roads' with my dogs I have 
found myself noticing amid the wider landscape, the smaller details; weathered fence posts, worn 
sandstone steps, moss reclaiming a fallen, dry-stone wall.  Around Lancaster, where I live, many of 
these ‘lanes’ have existed for centuries.  As I journey along them I feel not only a strong a sense of 
history for the walkers who have gone before me, but also the power of nature and its continual efforts 
to return everything to wilderness.  These are the elements that I intend to use to inspire the ceramic 
vessels I will produce during my MA.  

 

Figures 1 and 2 The footpaths through Fairfield Nature Reserve, Lancaster (2017) 

The inherent beauty found in such things can be best described by the Japanese aesthetic of wabi sabi.  
This literature review will examine the notion of wabi sabi, its context in the West and how relevant it is 
to use as inspiration here.  

The concept of wabi sabi is notoriously difficult to define, as according to Juniper (2003), the term is 
loaded with an ‘incredible mélange of feelings’.  The Zen Buddhism that permeates Japanese society 
brings with it a love of ambiguity and a wariness of the pitfalls of language, allowing for no 
straightforward definition.  Juniper however describes it thus: ‘Wabi sabi is an intuitive appreciation of 
a transient beauty in the physical world that reflects the irreversible flow of life in the spiritual world.  
It is an understated beauty that exists in the modest, rustic, imperfect or even decayed, an aesthetic 
sensibility that finds a melancholic beauty in the impermanence of all things’.  Koren (2008) chooses to 
liken it to the word ‘rustic’, defined by Webster’s as ‘simple, artless or unsophisticated’.  He also states 
it can, ‘in its fullest expression be a way of life. At the very least, it is a particular type of beauty’. 

Given the philosophical and cultural differences between East and West, can this aesthetic be applicable 
to our western sensibilities?  I would argue that though less incorporated as part of our cultural 
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identity, many of us still feel a strong emotional response to the beauty we see in decay, in the 
imperfect.  Japan was a closed society until 1853 and so it couldn’t have influenced the West’s 
obsession with ruins that developed in the 16th century.  Dillon (2011) cites Denis Diderot in his ‘Salon 
of 1767’: ‘The ideas ruins evoke in me are grand. Everything comes to nothing, everything perishes, only 
time endures.’  Developing independently, Ruinenlust, as it became known, highlights how there is 
something universal in the sentiments that wabi sabi fosters.  Despite our cultural boundaries, 
mankind does have certain shared emotions. The ruin moves us, just as peeling paint on an old door 
does, because it invokes that sense of past.  We desire to connect with this, an invitation to muse on 
layers of history, to imagine past footfalls.  This is just as pertinent today as it was back then.   

Many modern artists are drawn to these shadows of the past, this notion of impermanence.  
Ceramicist Phoebe Cummings works with unfired clay which survives as an art form only temporarily.  
Her work is more akin to a performance piece that is unattached to time or place.  It reflects the 
qualities of clay itself, coming from the earth and with time, returning to the earth.  I love the fragility 
of her work, the delicate grey, powdered surfaces and the contrast between the wholly natural material 
and the opulent subject matter.  I intend to produce functional and semi-functional vessels for my MA, 
so working with unfired clay is not appropriate, but I do intend to explore ways of capturing a sense of 
the ethereal inspired by these pieces. 

    

Figure 3 Phoebe Cummings, The Delusion of Grandeur (2011)    Figure 4 Phoebe Cummings, from Halfway (2010) 

Though very different from Phoebe Cummings’ work, Robin Welch’s pots still convey a feeling of decay 
and aging through their surface patina.  Using a combination of hand building techniques and 
throwing, each vessel is glorious in its imperfections.  I love the loose, painterly way he applies the 
glazes, slips and underglazes, building up layers to produce a myriad of textures.  His work to me is 
very much instilled with the spirit of wabi sabi, with muted colours, simple forms and spontaneous 
gestures. His influences are wide, from the Australian landscape to 20th century artists such as Mark 
Rothko, Yves Klein and Robert Motherwell (Leach Pottery, 2012).  There is much to inspire me in Robin 
Welch’s work.  Not only am I planning to focus on hand building, but I would like to use layers of slip 
and underglaze to create surfaces reminiscent of stains, weathering and tarnishing.  
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Figure 5 Robin Welch, tea bowl    

As well as gradual decay, wabi sabi can also be exhibited in the effects of accident. A study undertaken 
by Ikemiya and Rosner (2014) looked at a group of participants’ responses to the cracked surfaces on 
various blank ceramic items.  In Japan, coming under the broader umbrella of wabi sabi, there is an art 
form know as kintsugi whereby broken pottery is repaired using a gold or silver lacquer. This serves to 
highlight the breakage and repair, imbuing the object with a visual history of its past events.  Ikemiya 
and Rosner used ceramic items prepared with a rubber coated interior which enabled the vessels to be 
broken whilst allowing them to remain intact.  The broken surface was then painted to highlight the 
cracks and the participants asked to look at the cracks and associate them with digital images to 
compose a story.  After the blank, anonymity of the original vessel the cracked pots provided rich 
inspiration. The authors concluded that, ‘the breaking of the artefact transforms a pristine, anonymous 
object into one that is ‘mortal’ as we human are, and because it has shown vulnerability and resilience, 
it is much more open to intimacy and personalisation’. Whilst these responses do help to give some 
credence to the argument for a universal appreciation of the aesthetic of wabi sabi, it is possible that 
the mere act of examining any object so closely could do the same.  

Nevertheless, the beauty found in Kintsugi speaks for itself in the exhibition The Aesthetics of Japanese 
Mended Ceramics (www.annacolibri.com, 2013).  Shown in both Germany and the USA in 2008, the 
exhibition is of a private collection of purposefully mended objects, ranging from sake bottles to tea 
bowls. In the sake saucer, ‘Bamboo Grove Crane’, the fixing lacquer branches wistfully to the saucer’s 
edge, the warm gold contrasting serenely with the oatmeal tones of the glaze. In another tea bowl, a 
whole fragment has been patched with clay and the cobalt painted pattern continued with fine gold 
paint. There is a serendipity to this mending.  At home a small jug with a chipped spout has sat on a 
shelf in my kitchen for many years.  It belonged to my grandma and though not repaired with gold 
lacquer, it is its very visible wornness that elicits an emotional response in me.   
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Figure 8 Album cover for Eusa by Yann Tierson 

(2016) 

                 

Figure 6 Sake Saucer, “Bamboo grove crane” (poetic name), 16th century.   Figure 7 Family jug  

I am not sure how or if it is possible to capture this emotion in a newly made jug, but mindful making, as 
exemplified by wabi sabi, will hopefully impart something of its spirit.    

Indeed, as the website Tofugu (2016) points out there is a tendency amongst Westerners when trying to 
understand wabi sabi, to overly focus on the visual aspects.  It quotes Tim Wong and Akiko Hirano’s 
argument that trying to define the concept solely in physical terms “is like explaining a piece of 
chocolate by its shape and colour”. Having now read much on the subject, it is clearly important to 
embrace the whole philosophy of wabi sabi, if it is to be used successfully as a guiding aesthetic.  In this 
throw-away society, developing a love of things imperfect, pursuing mindfulness and being able to live 
happily with things as they age, is in my mind something to strive for.   

There is a melancholic, reflectiveness redolent of this in the album Eusa by Yann Tierson (2016).  
Referencing a sense of place, the music is inspired by the composer’s walks around the island of Eusa off 
the Brittany coast and takes me back full circle to the starting point of this review and my own walks 
along the old ways. I believe that its simple, sometimes slightly off-kilter refrains, embody the ideals of 
wabi sabi. It evokes feelings of tranquillity, seclusion and quietude, suggesting at times an existential 
loneliness. As life becomes ever-more frantic, music such as this can help to ground us, remind us of our 
connection with nature and give us pause to contemplate the beauty found therein.     

In summary, this literature and contextual review has 
solidified my feeling that there is a relevance to making 
pots in the west, influenced by the Japanese notion of 
wabi sabi.  The evidence points clearly to a shared 
aesthetic ideal that is relevant regardless of cultural 
boundaries. What I have learned has also inspired me to 
find a means of instilling both a spiritual awareness to my 
making, as well as consideration for the greater 
environment. It has helped to give me a starting point for 
my project that will involve investigations into surface 
texture, glaze and slip colours, alongside hand-building 
techniques, all with reference to the wabi sabi aesthetic.  
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